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Du Yan and Su Qi watched as Su Nan took Sun Hao Yang away.

Sun Hao Yang’s face clearly had a relaxed smile.

Du Yan tsked and looked at Su Qi.

“Is she your own sister?”

Su Qi’s eyes were helpless, “It’s more real than real gold!”

He would like it to be fake, but the truth does not allow it.

Su Nan was really hungry after working all morning.

Just find a quieter restaurant in the annex.

There were very few people in the restaurant, she sat directly to a seat against
the window.

Sun Hao Yang sat down on the opposite side and could see that there was less
gloom in his eyes.
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He smiled a little embarrassed: “Mr. Su, this meal is on me!”

Su Nan looked at him, “Good ……”

Ameal only, it does not matter who invites.

This is Sun Hao Yang’s way of expressing his gratitude.

She accepted.

After ordering the food, she went to the bathroom.

When she came back, she looked at an extra person on her seat.

That person’s background was cold and familiar, he was sitting there, several
meters away, and Su Nan could recognize it at a glance.

Fu Yechuan.

Sun Hao Yang sat opposite, the surface of very formal.

Fu Yechuan did not know what to say, Sun Hao Yang’s face was a little ugly.



She wanted to turn around and leave, but thinking about Sun Haoyang, she still
walked over.

Her tone was bland: “Isn’t Mr. Fu sitting in the wrong seat?”

A few days had not seen.

Fu Yechuan’s temperament is cold, hard and reserved, with a chill that is even
better than before.

He looked sideways, looking at Su Nan standing in front of him, and smiled
unhurriedly: “Looking at an acquaintance, come over and say hello.

“Looked at an acquaintance, came over to say hello, didn’t expect you to be
there?”

Sun Hao Yang opened his mouth, looked at Fu Yechuan’s warning look, and
closed his mouth again.

However, his eyes looked at Su Nan and shook his head, indicating that it was not
at all what Fu Yechuan said.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing.

Her eyebrows were clear, “We haven’t eaten yet, Mr. Fu.”

The implication is, please hurry up and leave.



Fu Yechuan’s cold and depressed eyebrows suddenly unfolded: “What a
coincidence, I haven’t eaten either, let’s go together ……”

He tried hard to make himself appear gentle and calm, hiding the anger and
cold-bloodedness under his eyes.

He had just finished eating with a client and when he came out, he saw Su Nan
and this Sun Hao Yang talking and laughing.

That scene was really harsh and obtrusive.

It turned out that she was not only gentle to Shang Qian, but also gentle to
others.

Only to him, really relentless.

But why, he became this exception?

Su Nan stood there, her gaze faintly looking at him.

Obviously, she is not willing.

Fu Yechuan looked at her not moving, his face slightly sunk a few points, raised
his head, with a few low and impetuous under his eyes, certain emotions in his
eyes seemed to gush out: “What?



“What, ordinary friends can’t even have a meal?

Will Shang Qian be angry?

Doesn’t he know that Su’s Group and Fu’s Group can never be completely
severed?”

In his voice, it was as if it was a warning, and a reminder.

Su Nan wrinkled his eyebrows, before he could speak, Fu Yechuan voice low raspy,
the smile under his eyes icy cold:.

“How can you do it with others, but not with me?

Su Nan, have you changed your taste?”

His hands on the table were clenched together, the veins faintly bulging.

The atmosphere was stagnant and cold for a while.

Sun Hao Yang looked at Su Nan, knowing that Fu Yechuan had misunderstood
something.

Do you want to explain?



But Su Nan didn’t let him open his mouth.

Su Nan coldly smiled, eyes soaked with coldness: “You are not to your taste, I’m
not.

“You don’t like the taste, of course I have to change, until I am satisfied.”

Fu Yechuan’s smile froze on his face.
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The matter has come to this.

Su Nan also lost the mood to eat.

She inclined her head and looked at Sun Hao Yang, “Let’s go, no more appetite.”

Sun Hao Yang hurriedly stood up to go to the checkout.

Su Nan and Fu Yechuan stared at each other, no one refused to admit defeat first,
as if it was a battle.

But gradually, Fu Yechuan silently lowered his eyes, looking at Su Nan’s gentle
but cold eyebrows, his heart crossed an indescribable taste.
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Some pain, some sour.

If he was ruthless enough, then he would have countless despicable ways to
snatch her up and hide her, so that she could only see him alone in this life.

But he couldn’t.

He suppressed this dark thought raw in countless dark nights.

He was speculating why Su Nan chose Shang Qian instead of him.

Perhaps he also knows, because with Shang Qian’s character, he would never do
those dark, despicable and underhanded means.

He is squarely in love and is not afraid of the darkness.

Fu Yechuan’s cold hard brow became fragile, the tail corners of his eyes gradually
reddened, the lines on his face tightened.

Resigned and aggrieved.

“I’m sorry.”

The knot in his throat slid slightly.



After all, he was the one who bowed his head first, he apologized first.

He shouldn’t have said that about her.

Such a gentle and wonderful Su Nan, how could he use such a method to get her
attention?

It was so childish and ridiculous.

Su Nan was really confused by this enough man.

One moment provocation, one moment apology.

Is he schizophrenic?

Fu Yechuan pursed his lips and his voice was deep.

“I was overwhelmed by jealousy, and when I saw you with another man, I couldn’t
control myself, it was my fault.”

Su Nan wrinkled her brows.

He was really schizophrenic.



Fu Yechuan looked at Su Nan, a rare trace of bitterness crossed the corner of his
lips: “But you said to be ordinary.

“But you said you’d be ordinary friends, yet you didn’t even eat a single meal with
me, you broke your promise!”

Clearly she was the one who was unfair first.

Su Nan is speechless, the Fu Yechuan in front of him is obviously a fierce hunting
leopard, but he is now a big dog who is aggrieved and meek!

“Mr. Fu, you were just scaring my guests, don’t think I can’t see that.”

Think she was blind?

Fu Yechuan’s tone lowered: “No, I just asked him to introduce himself.”

Su Nan: “……”

Let people introduce themselves?

It is really worthy of the president’s style!

The same is the president, she is not as good as others!



“If he’s angry, I’ll go apologize to her?”

Fu Yechuan patiently lowered his voice, as if coaxing her.

“No need, he will be scared to death by you.”

Su Nan spoke coldly.

Fu Yechuan smiled, his eyebrows slightly lowered, quietly looking at her: “I know
I made you uncomfortable.

“I know I’ve upset you, I’ve tried my best to control my emotions, don’t worry, I
will definitely not go to hurt you, let alone deliberately deal with him.”

He would not intentionally deal with Shang Qian.

That would be too silly.

Su Nan saw his attitude change and thought that Fu Yechuan had thought about
it himself.

Thinking about her attitude just now was really insensitive.

She wasn’t right either.



“Then good, remember what you said.”

Su Nan pursed her lips and turned around to leave.

Fu Yechuan suddenly pulled her wrist, warm and cool and tense.

“Su Nan, we are still good friends, right?”

This was the only concession he could make.

He couldn’t lose the chance to stand by her side.

Friends, boyfriends, the difference between one word.

He was patient and extremely confident.

Su Nan noticed that there was something indescribably wrong with his mood.

This should not be the reaction of Fu Yechuan.

But she didn’t have time to study it carefully.

“Yes, friend.”



She said perfunctorily.
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When Fu Yechuan heard the answer, he was satisfied and let go of his hand.

Su Nan got free and didn’t even want to say goodbye, just wanted to get away
from him.

This Fu dog’s mood change, puzzling, is really breathtaking.

Sun Hao Yang checked out and waited at the door, and he was carrying a few
boxes of packed meals.

Su Nan was stunned.

Sun Hao Yang pursed his lips, handed over, “I’m afraid you will be hungry back at
the company, just a few dishes are ready, I’ll pack up……”

Su Nan raised her eyebrows, this attitude before and after solving the problem,
really is very different ah ……

She took it, “together?”

Sun Hao Yang shook his head, pondered for a moment, and explained.
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“The agent arranged an activity for me, although not the main character, but it is
very important, I go to a trip.”

Su Nan nodded, after all, his agent’s contract was not with Hua Ying
Entertainment.

The activities arranged by his agent could not be refused.

Su Nan: “Then I’m leaving, if you need anything, just look for Du Yan, goodbye.”

Sun Hao Yang nodded his head and kept seeing her car go before he left.

This thing passed not a few days.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do.

Su Nan frowned and discussed with Su Qi on the phone.

“The actual fact that he is now covered in black material, the male lead role is not
too eye-catching? Is it not good to play a supporting role to sell the tragedy?”

Su Qi laughed lightly.

“You are quite clever, but this script is rare, low cost, high quality, the male lead
is outstanding.



If his acting skills don’t hold him back, the odds are that he will absorb a wave of
fans, let’s wait and see, I hope his luck is not too bad.”

Su Nan nodded, smiled, and daily bragged.

“My third brother is really great!”

Su Qi: “Less of that, if you really thank me, invite me and Zhi Zhi to dinner ah, I
can’t see her lately ……”

Su Nan: “She’s avoiding you, no time!”

After saying that, she hung up.

Su Qi: “……”

Su’s Group.

Su Nan returned to the company.

It didn’t take long to receive strange flowers, Yu Lou brought them up to her, the
fragrance is light and fragrant, refreshing.

Su Nan looked at the small Swiss lilies in a delicate box and smiled.



“Who sent it?”

Soon Shang Qian had sent it, so this time it was most likely still him.

Yu Lou: “Chen Mian.”

Su Nan’s smile froze.

Yu Lou: “Because Chen Mian is Mr. Fu’s assistant, what he sends will not simply be
placed downstairs, it was the receptionist who informed me to pick it up.”

Even if you refuse to accept, there is no chance.

Fu Yechuan openly let Chen Mian come over to send flowers, just to let everyone
know that he has not given up.

So, don’t get complacent too early!

Su Nan couldn’t help but grunt, thinking about that Fu dog is not in good
intentions.

Yu Lou thought about it, or plucked up the courage to convey what Chen Mian
said.

“Assistant Chen said that Mr. Fu means that if you don’t like Chen Mian to come
over, he will personally come over to deliver in the future.”



That means that she had to be forced to accept it!

I wanted to have the flowers sent back, but when I heard him say that, the idea
was immediately dismissed.

She did not want to see Fu Dog every day!

After thinking about it, she couldn’t help but speak.

“You keep it, it’s okay to give it away, don’t bring it to my eyes in the future.”

Yu Lou was stunned, nodded, turned around and went out.

After a few days.

Uninvited guests came to the door.

Su Nan just finished a meeting, Yu Lou came over to tell her.

“Shang Yi has been here for a long time.”

Su Nan frowned, her face was not very good.



Since the last time Shang Yi had visited the Su residence and proposed
cooperation, Su Nan had not given him any feedback.

He really couldn’t sit still anymore?
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Not many people know about Su Nan and Shang Qian’s relationship, and Shang Yi
will not know.

I’m afraid he still thinks that Shang Qian is struggling to pursue her.

Letting Su Nan to ruin Shang Qian is really well-intentioned!

Su Nan hooked the corners of her lips, “Let him in.”

Yu Lou nodded, turned around and walked out.

Afterwards, Shang Yi walked in fully clothed.

He smiled, his body was filled with the superiority of the rich people of M. There
was more or less conceit between his eyebrows.

What an exquisite bad guy!
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“Miss Su, it’s been a long time ……”

Su Nan smiled and stood up to shake hands with him, and the two sat down on
the sofa.

Yu Lou brought up coffee.

“Mr. Shang, indeed it’s been a long time, are you still used to living in Z?”

Shang Yi laughed helplessly, “Isn’t this kind of business trip a common occurrence
for us? Even if you’re not used to it, you have to learn to get used to it.”

Su Nan raised his eyebrows, sneered in his heart, but the surface did not show.

“You have a rare visit, should have invited you to dinner, but before worried
about interrupting your business, and recently I was particularly busy, really can
not get away, sorry.”

Shang Yi’s eyes flashed and a trace of displeasure crossed.

She did not mean that she would not even accompany him to eat a meal?

The reason for this is that it is also the meaning of sending off the guests.

The company’s main goal is to provide a good service to its customers. This visit is
actually for the cooperation of our two families, some of the business of the



merchant, will soon be expanded to Z, then there will be more opportunities for
cooperation.”

He threw out a huge fish bait to observe Su Nan’s reaction.

Su Nan just smiled calmly and took a sip of coffee.

“That’s something to look forward to.”

After all, cooperating with a businessman was an opportunity that many groups
couldn’t even think of.

But how could this woman be so calm?

Shang Yi has little patience and speaks bluntly.

“The last time I talked to Miss Su, have you considered it?

The businessman has been looking forward to the return of Shang Qian, my elder
brother is lingering sick and is about to die, if he does not go back to see the last
side, he will definitely regret his life!

Su Nan hand a meal, slowly and methodically put down the coffee.

“If that’s the case, you should go and talk to Shang Qian directly, I believe he will
make the right choice.”



“He refuses to take a step into the business, now he needs someone else to give
him a push, Miss Su, in Z, your cooperation is vital to his career.

As long as you give up your cooperation and persuade him to return to the
business and work for our business, he will definitely respect your opinion.”

Shang Yi refused to die looking at her.

Su Nan lowered her eyes and smiled.

“Shang Qian is also a vital partner of Su’s group, if our cooperation is abandoned
in the middle of the process, the amount of money we have to compensate is
sky-high, which is not quite appropriate for reasons of reason.”

“If Su’s group can terminate the cooperation with him, there is no need to worry
about the compensation, when I bring him back to M, the compensation naturally
does not need to be paid by you.”

Shang Yi hooked his lips and smiled extraordinarily brightly.

Su Nan sneered in his heart, “It’s not that I don’t trust you, we do business, not
empty words, tongue in cheek will not bring me any degree of trust.”

Shang Yi’s face faintly stiffened.

“Miss Su’s meaning is ……”



“If Mr. Shang is willing, we will ask a lawyer to notarize and draw up a contract, if
Shang Qian pursues the compensation, will this money be paid by the Shang
Group for us or by you, Mr. Shang, for us?”

Shang Yi’s smile a convergence.
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Business also clear, he certainly can not draw up this contract, once there is a
legal effect, then he is a commercial crime.

In Z, he could not be as free as in M.

What’s more, once Shang Qian got this contract, it was the same as grabbing his
handle.

It is said that Su Nan is a spoiled young lady, but she is more cautious than anyone
else!

Looking at Shang Yi hesitating, Su Nan hooked her lips and her face was slightly
cold.

“Su Group cooperate with people, the most important thing is integrity, if we
can’t do it ourselves, but also for the sake of a small profit, in turn to trap the
partner, then really can’t be in the mall.

Besides, Mr. Shang, we have always been clear about public and private affairs,
the family matters you mentioned, we will never interfere, how Shang Qian
chooses, I have no position to blame.”
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Shang Yi’s face went colder by the minute.

The atmosphere also cooled.

He stared at the woman in front of him with cold eyes, and a trace of
ruthlessness crossed his face.

Beautiful and bright, there is indeed some capital in terms of posture.

But she does not listen.

He has never had a disobedient woman on his side.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re looking for.

For the suitors, they superficially disdain.

But psychologically they want to occupy a place high in their hearts, and dictate
their lives and careers, so as to brush up their presence.

After turning their world upside down, then quietly withdraw.

At this point, the woman’s heart will get a great desire for satisfaction.



But at this time.

Shang Yi’s black eyes stared at Su Nan, and a gentle chill emanated from her body,
a gesture that rejected people.

How can she be such a person?

He could not understand.

When Su Nan saw that he was silent, she smiled and reminded him.

“Mr. Shang, sorry, I have an important meeting next.”

Expulsion order, can you understand it?

Shang Yi’s face became uncontrollably ugly.

He breathed heavier by a few points.

“Is this Miss Su’s refusal to appreciate your face?”

The words were scattered and unreasonable, condescending with a hint of
threat.

Su Nan was faintly stunned and smiled calmly.



“Hmm.”

A simple word.

But it was like a slap on his face.

Really loud!

Shang Yi could no longer sit down, he stood up violently, and moved roughly to
fasten the buttons of his suit.

“Then I won’t bother you anymore, goodbye.”

Su Nan didn’t even stand up, sitting there leisurely and calmly, with a very
relaxed posture.

“Yu Lou, see the guest off.”

Yu Lou at the door heard everything, immediately opened the door, “Mr. Shang,
you please ……”

Shang Yi glared at her fiercely, lifted his feet and left.

But a full twenty minutes, Yu Lou came back.



Yu Lou showed some helplessness.

“Mr. Shang left from you and had to go to see Mr. Su Jin Su, Mr. Su is in a meeting,
so he willingly waited.”

Su Nan raised his eyebrows, this is intended to break from the side?

“What did my brother say?”

Yu Lou: “Mr. Su had a twenty-minute meeting, finished the meeting and did not
see him, directly with the customer who had an appointment to eat to go, this Mr.
Shang was angry enough to leave.”

Su Nan snorted coldly, Shang Yi thought to find others useful?

Su’s group of every decision, never a heart.

After Yu Lou left.

She walked to the floor-to-ceiling window to look at the blue sky outside,
cloudless, really good mood.

After a while, someone knocked on the door and came in.

Su Nan thought it was Yu Lou, so she didn’t turn around and waited for him to
open his mouth ……
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But the sound of footsteps stopped right behind, but there was a delay in the
sound.

Su Nan just felt that something was wrong, a familiar low, rumbling voice broke
the silence.

“Looking so intently, what exactly are you looking at?”

Su Nan was stunned and turned to look at Shang Qian who was standing there
with a long body, momentarily stunned.

“Why are you here?”

Shang Qian smiled gently, his eyebrows slightly lowered, and his eyes carried a
light warmth.

“Of course I missed you, my girlfriend.”

He opened his arms and stood there, giving her a color.

Su Nan stiffened for a moment, he wanted to hug her?
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This kind of action is simply too obvious too.

Shang Qian had broken boundaries one after another, she had seen it all.

Every time she touches her, she does not recoil, he has a very nice smell of wood
sink fragrance, addictive.

Su Nan gritted her teeth, silently walked over and leaned stiffly into his arms.

Listening to the sound of laughter coming from his chest, Su Nan’s face abruptly
reddened.

Rolling hot.

She instantly wanted to run away, but a pair of hands tightly wrapped around her
waist, confining her in her arms.

Gentle but strong.

The hand of Shang Qian stopped at her back waist, and his gaze looked at the
direction she had just looked.

The voice was raspy and light, whispering in her ear.

“So it’s so nice ……”



Like a feather brushing the tip of the heart, Su Nan’s heart seems to have passed
through the current, crisp for a moment.

He had a dark reference, but Su Nan could not get it right.

She struggled a little, and Shang Qian had the sense to let go.

He also knows not to go too far.

Today’s sugar is enough.

Su Nan turned around as if nothing had happened and made it to the rattan chair
in front of the floor-to-ceiling window.

“Why didn’t you bring Little Mike with you when you came?”

Shang Qian’s warm face instantly some aggravation.

“Don’t want him to disturb us, I’ll have the maid and bodyguard study with him in
the library until the evening.

I didn’t expect you to miss him quite a bit?”

Su Nan pursed her lips and gestured to the rattan chair opposite her.



Shang Qian walked over and sat down, the sunlight spreading over his body, the
meaningful shadow was deeply carved out.

His long legs curled up, his side face handsome, the facial features are not a little
aggressive, warm and quiet.

At this time, his eyes are deep looking at the opposite Su Nan, the corners of his
mouth with a smile.

Su Nan dodged his gaze and paused.

“You’re really good at pitting children!”

Shang Qian laughed, “Boys, can not be spoiled.”

The moment he was spoiled, he ran to Su Nan’s side, he could not stand it.

Su Nan suddenly remembered Shang Yi, “By the way, I forgot to tell you, Shang Yi
is here.”

Shang Qian was not surprised, as if he had expected it.

“I know.”

“You know?”



Shang Qian nodded, a trace of coldness crossing his eyes.

“How could he give up so easily? He must be impatient to persuade you to nod, so
that he can completely trample me underfoot and watch my jokes.”

Su Nan opened her mouth, and her expression was somewhat torn.

Wanted to ask, but did not know whether to ask.

Shang Qian sensed her look and smiled.

“What else did he say?”

Su Nan shook his head, “Just taking about your father’s critical illness, you really
do not go back to see?”

After all, if it’s true, you may regret it for the rest of your life.

Shang Qian lowered his eyes, hiding the coldness that wanted to gush out from
the bottom of his eyes.

“No, from the time I left the merchant, his death or survival is none of my
business.”

His tone was raw, as if he was trying desperately to suppress something.



Su Nan looked at him quietly for a few seconds, smiled and didn’t say anything.

Forget it, don’t ask.

It doesn’t seem to be a very happy thing.
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